Children’s Foot Size Chart

Kids grow so fast, and the best way to get the most out of a new pair of shoes is to determine the right fit — not too big, not too small — the perfect mix of growing room and comfort. Print this chart to measure boys’ or girls’ feet with accuracy and ease, and select the proper shoe size. Use the categories marked on the chart as a rough guide to identify the right size category for your kids.

Measuring a Child’s Foot

1. IMPORTANT: Before measuring foot, please place a ruler against the bar on the left side of this page and verify that the chart has printed correctly. From top to bottom of the line on left, the measurement should be 9 inches. If the calibrations do not match, please make sure you are following the printing directions correctly.

2. Measure foot by placing the heel on size chart as indicated. Please measure both feet and use the larger foot as the indicator of shoe size. The size closest to the longest toe equals the appropriate shoe size.

3. Garnet Hill performs fit trials to reveal whether a particular style is running small or large. Please refer to any comments, sizing translations or recommendations posted within the product pages on the website or in print in the catalog.